
Remark 3. We remark that; when the ratio h/λ tends to 0, the expressionλL(r, s) = −(s−r)/(4
(

h
λ

)2
+

(r− s)2) tends to 1/(r− s) which is a singular function. This means that the expression λL(r, s) is not
well behaved for the small values of h/λ. Consequently, for the solution to converge, the integrals
of (10) and (11) must be evaluated with a large number of nodes. In our numerical applications
(cf. section 5), we use 100 nodes to evaluate these integrals. With the smallest value of h/λ = 0.02,
the convergence is good with N = 20.



Theorem 2. For system (8), consensus can be achieved with ‖Tωz(s)‖∞ < γ if there exist a symmetric
positive definite matrix P ∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) and a scalar µ > 0 satisfying

Γ =

−L̄TP − PL̄ + UT
1 U1 + µĒ PUT

1 E1 PUT
1

ET
1 U1P −µI 0
U1P 0 −γ2I

 < 0, (10)

where L̄ = UT
1 LU1 and Ē = UT

1 ET
2 E2U1.



Proof of Theorem 2. Proof follows straightforward from Lemma 3 and Theorem 1. However, it
should be emphasized that all possible L̄σ(t) should share a common Lyapunov function V(δ) =
δT(t)Pδ(t) (see the proof of Lemma 3 in Appendix A). �



1. The enumerate environment starts with an optional argument ‘1.’ so that the item
counter will be suffixed by a period.

2. You can use ‘(a)’ for alphabetical counter and ’(i)’ for roman counter.
a) Another level of list with alphabetical counter.
b) One more item before we start another.

(i) This item has roman numeral counter.
(ii) Another one before we close the third level.

c) Third item in second level.
3. All list items conclude with this step.



Step 1. This is the first step of the example list.
Step 2. Obviously this is the second step.
Step 3. The final step to wind up this example.



\includegraphics[width=3in,angle=45]{tiger.pdf}

Fig. 1. More details on the usage of \includegraphics can be
found in the grfguide.ps of the LATEX documentation.
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